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We compared destination memory to source memory in patients with Alzheimer's
disease (AD), as the latter type of memory is believed to be severely deteriorated in
AD. Control participants and AD patients were tested on two conditions, both of
which had a study phase and a recognition phase. In the study phase of the first
condition, participants had to tell a set of facts to the faces of a set of celebrities
(destination memory). In the study phase of the second condition, they had to
receive a different set of facts from a different set of celebrity faces (source
memory). During the recognition phase, participants had to indicate, for destination
memory, whether they had previously told a given fact to a given face (yes) or not
(no) and, for source memory, whether they had previously received a given fact from
a given face (yes) or not (no). In both conditions, they were asked to choose between
"remember" or "know" options when answering "yes." AD patients showed reliable
difficulties in destination recall, accompanied by a significant decrease in the
number of "remember" responses they gave. AD-related destination memory decline
may be attributed to the perturbation of episodic memory and its autonoetic
reliving. The potential neural bases of this decline are discussed in terms of
hippocampal failures.
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